has been obtained by a number of soft landings on the near side of the Moon mainly from Apollo, Luna and Surveyor missions. This paper presents a preliminary mission definition Actual samples have only been returned from 9 locations from (technology/science) of the two mission concepts as well as a mid to low latitudes on the near side including 6 Apollo and 3 comparison with other proposed international missions. It opens Luna landing sites. There is little doubt that returning to the discussion on ways of leveraging the UK's role by strategic Moon could, with sustained effort, vastly enhance our knowledge partnering with other nations also interested in pursuing of the Solar System and our own planet. The UK already plays a affordable lunar exploration. significant role in lunar science research by participating in the Clementine, SMART-1, Chandrayaan-1 and LRO missions, as
science and as a stepping-stone for human exploration of the Solar four penetrators would be distributed over the surface, with
System. The Moon provides a unique record of processes affecting at least one in the far side and one in the same area as an evolution of terrestrial planets in early Solar System history (the Apollo landing site. One penetrator if possible would be first Gyr or so). This includes internal processes of geological targeted at the South Pole Aitken Basin and equipped with a evolution (e.g. differentiation and the first formation of a crust) sensor to detect water or other volatiles.
and external processes caused by the environment (e.g. meteorite flux, interplanetary dust density, solar wind flux and composition, . MoonRaker involves a single propulsive soft-lander targeted galactic cosmic ray flux) that are not as easily accessible anywhere on a near-side landing site with direct communications to else in our solar system.
Earth. The mission has a primary goal of attempting in-situ dating of the young basalts at northern Oceanus So far, all of the direct information concerning the lunar surface Procellarum. has been obtained by a number of soft landings on the near side of the Moon mainly from Apollo, Luna and Surveyor missions. This paper presents a preliminary mission definition Actual samples have only been returned from 9 locations from (technology/science) of the two mission concepts as well as a mid to low latitudes on the near side including 6 Apollo and 3 comparison with other proposed international missions. It opens Luna landing sites. There is little doubt that returning to the discussion on ways of leveraging the UK's role by strategic Moon could, with sustained effort, vastly enhance our knowledge partnering with other nations also interested in pursuing of the Solar System and our own planet. The [2] and concluded firstly that off-the-shelf science instrument technology was not capable of surviving penetrator operation as defined in (1) above. Furthermore, soft landers (3) were not amenable to a low cost approach at the time. The preferred option was an impactor (2) , which would be decelerated from lunar orbit to an 'entry' point around l1km above the ground Fregat purchased from Starsem is around $60M. The capability system. The lunar orbit environment is generally felt to pose will be raised to -1850kg with launches from Kourou although similar hazards to LEO, so with the development of a highly the price may also rise.
capable yet low cost platform (the GIOVE-A contract was valued at 28MkC) and extensive heritage in LEO, SSTL feels a 5. SCIENCE INSTRUMENT PACKAGE lunar orbit is a reasonable goal for a low cost mission. The advent of at least two low cost launchers (q.v.) and the prospect Unlike the launcher capabilities given above, lunar science Of further developments such as Dnepr upper stages and instrument size, mass and also power figures are not so readily Falcon-i I 9 support this case. available. Science instruments tend to be bespoke for a given mission, although their development or a heritage development However, either hard or soft landing on the moon poses a is usually mature before mission design occurs. The table number of additional challenges to SSTL's low cost satellite below gives currently estimated mass and power figures for 4 engineering capability. Some of these challenges include: possible payloads: The MoonLITE mission comprises a lunar orbiter and four cost European lander capability for robotic exploration of the penetrators. The orbiter payload will include a navigation Moon. The aim of the proposed first mission would be to signal and communications demonstration package and support perform in-situ dating of rocks on the near-side, in northern equipment for the penetrators. Oceanus Procellarum. The mission could be implemented as a bilateral or multilateral co-operation or via ESA's Aurora The launch would be a direct injection into trans-lunar orbit by programme. Moon Raker would demonstrate a key technology PSLV. The orbiter carries a MMH/NTO biprop motor with a required by Europe for future planateray landers, namely 400-500N main thruster. This system will perform the vision-based precision landing with hazard avoidance. manoeuvres to place MoonLITE into a 100km altitude circular polar lunar orbit. The total A\V required for the mission is 1.217 MoonRaker' s propulsion system would contain a solid rocket km s'l.
motor (e.g. Star 30BP) for main braking manoeuvre (which would be performed spin-stabilised). The solid motor is MoonLITE is a 3-axis stabilised satellite and carries a full jettisoned and liquid monopropellant (hydrazine) propulsion complement of SSTL micro-satellite avionics. takes over for despin and 3-axis-stabilised final descent Communications to and from Earth for TT&C is performed in braking. S-band and the orbiter will carry a Ku-band receiver for a high-MoonRaker carries a full complement of SSTL micro-satellite rate surface communications demonstration.
avionics. Communications to and from Earth for TT&C is The nominal ground station for the mission is the 12m antenna performed in S-band (4kbps up, 2kbps down) and science data at Rutherford Appleton Laboratory located at Chilton in (38.4 kbps) is delivered using omnidirectional and high-gain Oxfordshire.
antennas.
Launch is targetted for the timeframe 2010-2011. The Payload carried by MoonRaker has a mass of up to 23.6 kg
The figure below shows the configuration of the main satellite including the sample acquisition system. with a single, deoloyed, sun tracking array. Mounted on the The mission lifetime on lunar surface would be 3 months (i.e. 3 side of the satellite are the 4 penetrators. lunar days). MoonRaker is technically compatible with a launch in 2013. Launch would be direct injection into a hyperbolic approach trajectory by a vehicle such as PSLV.
The figures below show MoonRaker on its way to the moon, The MoonRaker payload would contain an in-situ dating immediately after the jettison of the solid motor and safely package which would use the K-Ar technique to establish the landed on the surface of the Moon. date of the youngest lava flows on the Moon, suspected to be 1. 
